Measures to strengthen the local companies’
liquidity that is applicable immediately
During the difficult time that we all are going through and that affects many
entrepreneurs very hard, municipality of Eslöv has decided on several pandemic
measures so as not to worsen the already difficult situation for the community
entrepreneurs.
The Municipality of Eslöv has currently decided on the following measures. The list may
change, depending on how situation of the covid-19 corona virus develops.


















We postpone the fees and extend times of payment for the annual fee for serving and
alcohol permits, other permits and supervisory matters and offer reimbursement if a
case is withdrawn.
We extend deadlines in permit and supervision cases where it is applicable.
We prioritize business licensing and supervision matters that are critical.
We conduct a dialogue on ongoing permit and supervision matters. If the company
wants to pause or cancel these matters?
We postpone examination visits that are not critical.
We postpone fees for environmental control and food control until the autumn.
We grant / extend payment periods on rent in the municipality's premises.
We are responsive to requests for reduced payment time from suppliers of goods and
services to the municipality.
We have a generous attitude to the supplier at cancelled conferences, lectures, trips,
etc., for example by dividing of actual costs.
We allow outdoor dining throughout the year and it is free of charge between 1st of
March and 30th of June, a measure that will allow outdoor dining with less risk of
spreading of deceases. (Please note that outdoor seating requires permission from the
police).
We give associations and other cultural and leisure organizations the right of free
cancellation by short notice.
We give shop owners the opportunity to move tables out on the streets for display.
(Please note that this requires permission from the police).
Under prevailing circumstances, MERAB can facilitate companies, organizations or
associations seeking a delay of waste collection fees, by approving up to 90-day
maturity without any interest or extra fees.
We ensure clear, updated and accessible information to the entrepreneurs.

Our message to citizens: Support and promote the local business community.
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These changes and efforts are valid until further notice, with the intention of being a support
during the period when the coronavirus covid-19 is a pandemic.
For more information in Swedish language, visit www.foretag.eslov.se or contact Business
Manager Lars Persson, lars.persson2@eslov.se or by mobile phone 0721-88 54 94.
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